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" The Wife's Story" Ursula K. Le Guin This story is about a wife who tells a 

mystery about her husband." The Lottery" Shirley Jackson This story is about 

a town that gathers to bring pain one family." Texas vs. Johnson" William J. 

Brennan A court opinion about a man who set the American Flag on fire." 

American Flag Stands for Tolerance" Ronald J. Allen This editorial is about 

what the Supreme Court expects from the American people." Without Title" 

Diane Glancy This poem explain how she feel about how her father left 

tradition to go live and work city" What, of this Goldfish, Would You Wish?" 

Edgar Keret This story is about a a documentary that led to a boy's death." 

Called Out" Barbara Kingslover This story explains the importance of the 

desert and all the beautiful flowers and animals." Hope for Animals and Their

World" Jane Goodall This story is explains how insects are not disgusting 

creatures." My Life as a Bat" Margaret Atwood This story is about how is 

about how a lady explains how she was a bat in her previous life." When I 

Heard the Learn'd Astronomer" Walt Whitman This poem is about a man who

does the complete opposite of what his occupation normally does." Sea 

Stars" Barbara Hurd This short story explains the day to day life of a 

starfish." Starfish" Lorna Dee Cervantes This poem explains how sea stars a 

strong heroes." The Seventh Man" Haruki Murakami This short story is about 

how a man feels miserable about a mistake he made because he did not 

save his best friend. ONENGLISH II EXAM STUDY GUIDE SPECIFICALLY FOR 
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